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Abstract
This article seeks to enhance our understanding of the nature of socialist internationalism,
in particular by considering the place of the nation in its functioning and essence. For this
purpose, the concept of inter-nationalism is used to study the particular case of the
Partido Socialista Obrero Español (PSOE) during Spain’s Second Republic. In the first sec-
tion, we focus on the meeting of the executive of the International Federation of Trade
Unions (IFTU) in Madrid in 1931, and the subsequent May Day celebrations in the
city. In the second, we analyse the use of internationalism by the PSOE in the debates
on the decentralization of the Republican state. This article will argue that the PSOE
made use of internationalist events to further the internal and external consolidation of
the Republic, and its own position in government. Furthermore, internationalism served
to uphold the unity and unique qualities of Spanish politics and culture. These considera-
tions enable us to point to both the political and cultural dimensions of the PSOE’s iden-
tification with Spanish nationalism, and to assert both the nation’s importance in socialist
internationalism and its role in socialist political culture during the interwar period.

Introduction

There is an extensive historiography on socialist internationalism. The works of
Georges Haupt, as well as of authors such as Michael Löwy, Madeleine Rebérioux,
and Claudie Weill, constitute an indispensable point of reference in this regard. As
Patrizia Dogliani has observed, many of the lines of research opened up by these
pioneer scholars had still not been fully explored by the end of the 1980s.1 Since
then, and until the second decade of the present century, reflections on the nature

* This work was supported by the Generalitat Valenciana GVPrometeo [2020/050], the University of
Valencia [GIUV2013], the Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación of Spain “Estado y dinámicas nacionales
en España (1931–1978)” [PID2019-105464GB-100 AEI/10.13039/50110001103], and the Ministerio de
Ciencia e Innovación of Spain “El antifascismo socialista en el período de entreguerras. Municipalismo,
reformismo y nación en el sur de Europa” [PID2020-114379GA-I00 MCIN/AEI/10.13039/501100011033].

1Patrizia Dogliani, “Socialisme et internationalisme”, Cahiers Jaurès, 191:1 (2009), pp. 11–30.
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of socialist internationalism have lost momentum, and much of the renewed histori-
ography resulting from the shift towards cultural, linguistic, or gender considerations
has not been followed up by an analysis of these topics. Hence, Dogliani has pro-
posed, inter alia, to articulate the study of this field around major questions such
as gender, class, race, sexuality, and varying identities, and, ultimately, has asked
whether the socialist internationals were truly international in nature and spirit, or
whether they were characterized by an attitude of national self-defence among each
separate national working class.

In the past ten years, the profusion of new analyses of socialist internationalism
has indicated a renewed level of interest in the subject and the continued existence
of many unanswered questions. Nevertheless, the traditional dichotomy between
international and national dimensions persists.2 The prevailing concern about why,
in 1914, the majority of workers followed the national flag instead of trying to stop
the war3 helped nourish those approaches. Both types of study have focused on insti-
tutional aspects, i.e. congresses and institutions; more conceptual analyses of socialist
internationalism have tended to assume that this was largely a formal or rhetorical
façade, always weak in the face of national realities, within the consolidated nation
states in which socialism first made its way; some authors have even directly
marginalized the nation, considering it exogenous to socialism. Furthermore, close
attention to the traumatic events of World War I overshadows the importance of
socialist internationalism beyond the war.

This article will analyse the role of internationalism in Spanish socialism during
the Second Republic. Specifically, we will focus on the years 1931–1932, when
socialism contributed to launching and consolidating the Republic’s reformist and
democratic project. In the first section, we study the meeting of the General
Council of the International Federation of Trade Unions (IFTU) in Madrid in
April 1931 (Figure 1), and the May Day celebrations that followed shortly afterwards.
The Spanish Socialist Workers’ Party – the Partido Socialista Obrero Español (PSOE)
– used these events to legitimize its political position in and highlight its integration
within the new regime. Throughout, Spain’s socialists ensured that the symbolism
and narrative of class were combined and coexisted with the national imagery of
Spain. In the second part of the article, we go further into this dynamic by examining
the use the socialists made of internationalism in the debates on the new territorial
structure of the republican state. Socialist internationalism was deployed to limit
demands for decentralization, and the political and cultural recognition of non-state
nationalisms. Thus, the positions of the PSOE contributed to reinforcing the status of
the existing Spanish national structure as the natural state of affairs, the only
legitimate sphere for international interactions, and to perpetuating a

2Though it has been challenged in historical studies since the 1990s. See Patrick Pasture and Johan
Verberckmoes, “Working-class Internationalism and the Appeal of National Identity: Historical
Dilemmas and Current Debates in Western Europe”, in idem (eds), Working-Class Internationalism and
the Appeal of National Identity: Historical Debates and Current Perspectives (Oxford, 1998), pp. 1–41.

3Michael Hanagan and Marcel van der Linden, “New Approaches to Global Labor History”,
International Labor and Working-Class History, 66 (2004), pp. 1–11.
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Castilian-centric definition of Spain in cultural and linguistic terms. In this way, our
study demonstrates not only the deep identification of socialism with Spanish nation-
alism, and the nation’s involvement with internationalism, but also the ethnic and
cultural dimension of socialist Spanish nationalism.

The ultimate goal is to enhance our understanding of the internationalism of
socialism during the interwar period and of the nation’s role. As explained below,
we draw on the concept of “inter-nationalism” proposed by Kevin Callahan.
Together with the cultural turn, it provides a fruitful tool to illuminate the operation
of international socialist organizations, while also allowing us to examine the integra-
tion of socialists within the structures of the nation state,4 and their relation to the
nation as a political and cultural construct. Hence, this article maintains that inter-
nationalism was the socialists’ entry to the nation and nationalism by stretching, with-
out breaking, the fundamental parameters of their political culture. However, the
socialists did not avoid the cultural and ethnic dimensions of nationalism – a
point often neglected by historians.5

Figure 1. Members of the PSOE and the IFTU at the Senate. El Socialista, 29 April 1931.

4Kevin Callahan, “A Decade of Research on the Second International: New Insights and Methods”,
Moving the Social, 63 (2020), pp. 185–199.

5See the ground-breaking studies by Marcel van der Linden, “The National Integration of European
Working Classes (1871–1914)”, International Review of Social History, 33:3 (1988), pp. 285–311, and
Stefan Berger, “European Labour Movements and the European Working Class in Comparative
Perspective”, in Stefan Berger and David Broughton (eds), The Force of Labour: The Western European
Labour Movement and the Working Class in the Twentieth Century (Oxford, 1995), pp. 245–261.
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Inter-Nationalism: The Nation in the Socialist Internationalism during the
Interwar Period

This article understands internationalism as a component of socialist political culture
and identity.6 As Talbot Imlay has indicated, it was an integral part of cultural reper-
toires and a practical dimension that fostered the socialist community.7 Socialist
internationalism was based on the principle of class solidarity, of sharing the
anti-capitalist worker’s struggle across national borders. That idea permeated socialist
aspirations, narrative, and symbolism. At the same time, it was transferred to practices
and became an element under constant construction, which could be adapted accord-
ing to specific contexts. In many ways, socialist internationalism could approach
other political tendencies, such as liberalism.8 Nevertheless, it did not lose its aspi-
ration to overcome the existing socio-political and economic framework, at least
not before World War II.

In this regard, Callahan’s concept of inter-nationalism indicates the extent to which
the idea of proletarian internationalism supported by most socialists was rooted in the
framework of the nation state, the coexistence – conflictive, but possible – of both ele-
ments in the mental schemas and practices of socialists, and the manner in which the
nation acted as “the constitutive building block of any internationalism”.9

Callahan coined this concept with the Marxist socialism of the Second
International in mind. However, we consider its use for the interwar period entirely
legitimate. The context had undoubtedly changed. Events such as the peace accords,
the Soviet Revolution, and post-war socialist involvement in governments impacted
socialist internationalism.10 Nevertheless, it would be good to rethink the historical
periodization and not exaggerate the ruptures: the continuities in imaginaries, prota-
gonists, and problems were notable.11 In any case, the war did not destroy socialist
proletarian internationalism, which continued to be part of socialist political culture
and identity, while the nation remained its building block.12 During the interwar

6We take the concept of political culture from Serge Berstein, “Nature et fonction des cultures poli-
tiques”, in idem (ed.), Les cultures politiques en France (Paris, 2003), pp. 11–36.

7Talbot Imlay, “The Practice of Socialist Internationalism during the Twentieth Century”, Moving the
Social, 55 (2016), pp. 17–38. See also Kevin Callahan, Demonstration Culture: European Socialism and
the Second International (Leicester, 2010).

8The similarities of origin between proletarian and liberal internationalisms are explored in Glenda
Sluga, Internationalism in the Age of Nationalism (Philadelphia, PA, 2013), p. 4. For the interwar period,
see Daniel Laqua, “Democratic Politics and the League of Nations: The Labour and Socialist International
as a Protagonist of Interwar Internationalism”, Contemporary European History, 24:2 (2015), pp. 175–192.

9Kevin Callahan, “‘Performing Inter-Nationalism’ in Stuttgart in 1907: French and German Socialist
Nationalism and the Political Culture of an International Socialist Congress”, International Review of
Social History, 45:1 (2000), pp. 51–87, 54.

10Laqua, “Democratic Politics and the League of Nations”, pp. 179 and ff.
11Emmanuel Jousse, “Une histoire de l’Internationale”, Cahiers Jaurès, 212–213 (2014), pp. 11–25,

pointed to this in relation to the internationalism of the mid-nineteenth century and the Second
International.

12Talbot Imlay, The Practice of Socialist Internationalism: European Socialists and International Politics,
1914–1960 (Oxford, 2018); Leonardo Rapone, La socialdemocrazia europea tra le due guerre.
Dall’organizzazione della pace alla resistenza al fascismo (1923–1936) (Rome, 1999); Leonardo Rapone,
“Quale nazione per la socialdemocrazia?”, in Marina Cattaruzza (ed.), La nazione in rosso. Socialismo,
comunismo e “Questione nazionale”: 1889–1953 (Catanzaro, 2005), pp. 107–154.
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period, the socialist parties were involved in defining the true national interests. They
took on the role of representing these interests in domestic policy and of harmonizing
them in foreign policy. Everything points to the usefulness of the concept of inter-
nationalism to understand socialist internationalism in the chronology after – and
before – World War I.

When we employ this concept of inter-nationalism, the study of socialist inter-
nationalism better incorporates national variables. Throughout the nineteenth cen-
tury and in the years of the First International, the internationalism of Marx was
already one – one more – of the internationalist projects, which had at its base the
activism of the working class at a national level and an ambiguous relationship
with the nation.13 The International took shape against the background of German
and Italian unification, and political, social, and also national struggles that became
part of the cultural references of its organizations.14 Even the anarchist movement
and its internationalism were not alien to the ideas of the nation.15 Subsequently,
after World War I, the socialist movement again advocated worker cooperation
beyond the nation state, and inter-nationalist concepts were revived and main-
tained.16 For these reasons, we defend the usefulness of the concept of inter-
nationalism for the period after 1914.

Based on this analytical approach, we want to avoid methodological nationalism.
Although important, one has to go beyond the sources for this purpose. The present
article is based mainly on the socialist press from a single country.17 El Socialista, the
official newspaper of the PSOE, and Boletín de la Unión General de Trabajadores de
España, the newsletter of its closely affiliated trade union Unión General de
Trabajadores (UGT) – and media affiliated with the IFTU through which news of
socialist internationalism and trade unionism constantly reached Spain – are the
main sources. In the second part of the article, we also use sources from the
socialist PSOE press in Catalonia and the socialist Catalanist Party Unió Socialista
de Catalunya (USC). Documentation from international socialist institutions and
other countries – specific editions of the French socialist press have been consulted

13Martin H. Geyer and Johannes Paulmann, “Introduction: The Mechanics of Internationalism”, in
idem, The Mechanics of Internationalism: Culture, Society, and Politics from the 1840s to the First World
War (Oxford, 2001), pp. 1–25; Nicolas Delalande, La lutte et l’entraide. L’âge des solidarités ouvrières
(Paris, 2019), pp. 11–24; Mark Mazower, Governing the World: The History of an Idea (New York,
2012); Gareth Stedman Jones, Karl Marx: Greatness and Illusion (London, 2016).

14Jean Numa Ducange, Quand la gauche pensait la nation. Nationalités et socialismes à la belle époque
(Paris, 2021); Fabrice Bensimon, Quentin Deluerzmoz, and Jeanne Moisand, “Introduction”, in Fabrice
Bensimon, Quentin Deluerzmoz, and Jeanne Moisand (eds), “Arise Ye Wretched of the Earth”: The First
International in a Global Perspective (Leiden, 2018), pp. 1–18.

15Benedict Anderson, Under Three Flags: Anarchism and the Anti-Colonial Imagination (London, 2005);
Constance Bantman and Bert Altena (eds), Reassessing the Transnational Turn: Scales of Analysis in
Anarchist and Syndicalist Studies (New York, 2015); José Antonio Gutiérrez and Federico Ferretti, “The
Nation Against the State: The Irish Question and Britain-based Anarchists in the Age of Empire”,
Nations and Nationalism, 26:3 (2020), pp. 611–627; Ruth Kinna, “What is Anarchist Internationalism?”,
Nations and Nationalism, 27:4 (2021), pp. 976–991.

16Patrizia Dogliani, “The Fate of Socialist Internationalism”, in Glenda Sluga and Patricia Clavin (eds),
Internationalisms: A Twentieth-Century History (Cambridge, 2017), pp. 38–60.

17A vital primary source in the study of internationalism, according to Callahan, “A Decade of Research
on the Second International”, p. 196.
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– contribute to overcoming historiographical nationalism. Nevertheless, following
Stefan Berger, to combat the national(ist) paradigm it is paramount to develop a
reflective history capable of examining the historicity of national identity to overcome
essentialist views.18

Hence, the desire to decentre the nation as the focus of our study has to be under-
stood as a further contribution to the interrogation of the national phenomenon, to
acknowledging its problematic nature and to questioning its natural status, and as an
attempt to analyse the ways in which different actors participated in the social con-
struction of the nation.19 This effort goes hand in hand with historiographical trends
such as comparative and transnational history,20 increasingly called on to play a
prominent role in the study of the nation, internationalism, and socialism.21 In ad-
dition, we explore the socialist discourses contained in the press, because we start
from the idea of discourse as a social practice, which was a key element in the histor-
ical construction of national and class identities.22 Apart from focusing on the dis-
courses contained in the press, we adopt a broader view on discourse, exploring
also rituals and practices such as musical performances. Such an approach enables
us to analyse identity beyond its explicit expression in political statements; it can
also include other aspects of socialist organization, such as sociability, leisure, and
everyday life. These remain fields to be fully exploited to analyse what these aspects
can tell us about the construction of social, political, regional, and gender identities.

Internationalism in Spain: The IFTU and May Day

To demonstrate the potential of the proposed approach, we will first examine the
meeting of the IFTU held in Spain in April 1931, and the subsequent celebrations

18Stefan Berger, “The Return of National History”, in Pedro Ramos Pinto and Bertrand Taithe (eds), The
Impact of History? Histories at the Beginning of the Twenty-First Century (London, 2015), pp. 82–94; Stefan
Berger, “National Histories and the Promotion of Nationalism in Historiography: The Pitfalls of
‘Methodological Nationalism’”, in Stefan Berger and Eric Storm (eds), Writing the History of
Nationalism (London, 2019), pp. 19–40.

19Caroline Nagel, “Nations Unbound? Migration, Culture, and the Limits of the Transnationalism-diaspora
Narrative”, Political Geography, 20:2 (2001), pp. 247–256; Stefan Berger and Chris Lorenz, “National
Narratives and their ‘Others’: Ethnicity, Class, Religion and the Gendering of National Histories”, Storia della
Storiografia, 50 (2006), pp. 59–98.

20Stefan Berger, “National Identity Needs to Break its Connection with National History”, in Barbara
Krasner (ed.), Historical Revisionism (New York, 2020), pp. 145–152; Stefan Berger, “National
Historiographies in Transnational Perspective: Europe in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries”,
Storia della Storiografia, 50 (2006), pp. 3–26.

21Michael P. Hanagan, “An Agenda for Transnational Labor History”, International Review of Social
History, 49:3 (2004), pp. 455–474. See also Patrizia Dogliani (ed.), Internazionalismo e transnazionalismo
all’indomani della Grande Guerra (Bologna, 2020).

22Stuart Hall, “Who Needs ‘Identity’”, in idem and Paul du Gay (eds), Questions of Cultural Identity
(London, 2005), pp. 1–17. Ruth Wodak et al., The Discursive Formation of National Identity
(Edinburgh, 1999); Umut Özkirimli, Theories of Nationalism: A Critical Introduction (Basingstoke [etc.],
2010); Margaret R. Somers, “Deconstructing and Reconstructing Class Formation Theory: Narrativity,
Relational Analysis, and Social Theory”, in John R. Hall (ed.), Reworking Class (New York, 1997),
pp. 73–105.
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on May Day.23 Both these events and traditions were characteristic of socialist
internationalism.

At that time, the Second Republic had just been founded. The revolutionary path
failed in December 1930, but a coalition of republicans and socialists won the muni-
cipal elections of April 1931. As a result, Alfonso XIII fled the country, and the coali-
tion’s parties formed a provisional government. The goal was to build a republic
similar to the modern democracies established immediately after World War
I. Throughout the republican period, the difficulties encountered by the project
were multiple, fundamentally internal, but linked to a no less complicated context
of the economic crisis and the rise of fascism in Europe.24

The PSOE arrived at those moments after breaking with the dictatorship of Primo
de Rivera (1923–1930) and with a renewed tactical orientation: it not only broke with
class isolation but accepted coalition government with republicanism. Thus, the
Socialist Party opted for a strategy of gradual progress towards socialism. The legisla-
tive elections of mid-1931 confirmed Spanish socialism as a mass party and a pillar of
the democratic republic; the party also played a role in government, taking three min-
isterial posts. Eventually, this position was maintained in the party congresses of July
1931 and October 1932. Nonetheless, as early as 1931 the strategy of alliances and
participation in republican government had provoked the resignation of some
party executive members even before the fall of the monarchy. Between 1932 and
1933, with complications in the approval and application of social and labour mea-
sures favourable to workers, more groups supported abandoning the coalition.25 The
Republican-socialist government coalition was eventually dissolved in 1933, and the
elections of that year gave way to the formation of right-wing governments. The
PSOE did not return to coalition government with republicanism until the anti-fascist
pact of the Popular Front of 1936, in a context different from that at the start of the
decade. Not unconventionally, during those years the PSOE had to confront the ten-
sions and debates typical of socialist movements in the interwar period.26

Regarding the PSOE’s position in 1931, the concept and practice of international-
ism were significant, as the following analysis shows. During the election campaign of
April 1931, Francisco Largo Caballero, one of the party’s principal leaders, had
already declared that socialist opposition to the monarchy had a dual aspect, inter-
national and national. Spain would contribute to the cause of pacifism and to holding
back the global march of fascism by overthrowing its authoritarian monarchy, and, he
claimed, the international socialist movement was also waiting for the success of

23The IFTU is defined as an inter-nationalist organization in John McIlroy, “Léon Jouhaux, Louis
Saillant and the National and International in Transnational Trade Unionism”, Labor History, 54:5
(2013), pp. 554–576.

24David Sassoon, One Hundred Years of Socialism: The West European Left in the Twentieth Century
(London, 1996); Geoff Eley, Forging Democracy: The History of the Left in Europe, 1850–2000 (Oxford,
2002); Mark Mazower, Dark Continent: Europe’s Twentieth Century (London, 1998).

25Santos Juliá, Los socialistas en la política Española, 1879–1982 (Madrid, 1997); Richard Gillespie, The
Spanish Socialist Party: A History of Factionalism (Oxford, 1989); Eduardo González Calleja et al., La
Segunda República (Barcelona, 2015).

26Francisco Sánchez Pérez, “Las izquierdas. Enfoques y desenfoques historiográficos”, in Eduardo
González Calleja and Álvaro Ribagorda (eds), Luces y sombras del 14 de abril. La historiografía sobre la
Segunda República española (Madrid, 2017), pp. 201–252.
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Spanish republicanism in order to proclaim the end of fascism and reaction. Largo
thus found in the international struggle against fascism and workers’ internationalism
points of reference that justified the PSOE’s alliance with republicans. It is worth not-
ing that in Spain Léon Jouhaux had suggested a similar argument at the beginning of
the year.27

According to Largo Caballero, Spain’s allegiance to the international fraternity
would principally affect its relations with Hispanic America. However, this hispano-
americanismo was not related to working-class internationalism as much as to
Spanish-nationalist projects and discourses.28 Equally, Largo also stressed that in
that moment the only things that truly mattered were the interests of the country,
and that socialism should show itself to be patriotic. This was in no way contradic-
tory, because “we love the homeland”, and the progress of the working class
demanded that of the nation itself.29

These words indicate a resort to the international arena as domestic self-
justification, and demonstrate the influence of the inter-nationalist formula prior to
the arrival of the republican-socialist coalition in power. Patriotism and the nation
were assumed to be indispensable requirements for the defence of the workers’
cause within one’s own country and beyond. Proletarian internationalism was inter-
mixed with the socialists’ identification with patriotism, and linked to the political
and cultural aspirations of Spanish nationalism.

Once the Republic had been proclaimed, on 14 April 1931, these ideas and images
proliferated still further, as could be seen during the meeting of the IFTU Council
held in Madrid barely two weeks later. The Council’s visit was a major event for
Spanish socialism, and over several days the party’s and trade union’s newspapers
published the agenda and accounts of the meetings and special events, descriptions
of the structure of the Federation, and photographs of the delegates. On 26 April,
El Socialista reported on the arrival of leading IFTU figures (Figure 2), and
Enrique Santiago, a member of the UGT executive and a prominent socialist, wel-
comed them. He acknowledged the movement’s pride in having overthrown the monar-
chist regime. Nevertheless, he observed, it would retain a spirit of modesty, and with this
the need for, and the need to merit, international solidarity to achieve its ultimate objec-
tives. Santiago explained that the cry of “Viva España!” joined in by the UGT and the
PSOE during the proclamation of the Republic would not degenerate into a “morbid
nationalism, incompatible with peace and civilization”, since they were sons of the
International and would remain faithful to it.30 The UGT newspaper deployed the
same idea but more intensively. The shouts of “Viva España!” had made it possible
to end Alfonso XIII’s “foreign race”, but they were not to be replaced by “unfriendly
nationalism”. The trade unionists considered themselves internationalists and, therefore,

27Boletín de la Unión General de Trabajadores de España [hereafter, BUGTE], February 1931: “La
opinión de Jouhaux”.

28For several decades, hispanoamericanismo had sought to construct a community, simultaneously cul-
tural, political, and economic, of preferential relations between Spain and its former colonies, always with
the former in the predominant role. See David Marcilhacy, Raza hispana. Hispanoamericanismo e imagi-
nario nacional en la España de la Restauración (Madrid, 2010).

29El Socialista, 6 April 1931: “En el Teatro Maravillas”.
30Ibid., 26 April 1931: “Nuestro saludo a la Internacional Sindical”, by Enrique Santiago.
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Figure 2. Faces of IFTU leaders published on the front page of El Socialista, 26 April 1931.
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wished the members of the IFTU a pleasant stay in Spain, a country “more international
than ever”.31

This mixture of ideological censure of nationalism and an affirmation of solidarity
and fidelity to internationalism with a certain nationalist bragging over the political
change that had taken place in Spain permeated many of the pronouncements of the
Spanish socialists. The PSOE’s leaders sought to harmonize the national and inter-
national arenas in accordance with inter-nationalism, and thus generate support
within and outside the party.

During these days, Largo and Indalecio Prieto – then both socialist leaders sup-
porting the government coalition as ministers of labour and finance, respectively –
underlined that the socialist presence in government guaranteed its alignment with
international labour legislation and with pacifism. This connected with the words
of the President of the IFTU, Walter Citrine. According to El Socialista, Citrine
warned that the Spanish Republic had taken only its first steps, so that the immediate
priority was to consolidate it, and only later decide which path each of the parties in
the republican-socialist coalition should take. These statements pointed in the same
direction as the arguments used by Largo and Prieto in the debate on participation in
government. It thus seemed clear that the forces of socialist internationalism
approved the PSOE’s commitment to the new regime. It was believed that this
would contribute to the national regeneration of Spain, without risking international
workers’ solidarity and the campaign for pacifism.

Similar ideas were expressed in the IFTU Council meeting by Manuel Cordero and
the eminent socialist intellectual Julián Besteiro. Speaking as a representative of the
UGT, Cordero described the feelings of fraternity the Spanish proletariat felt for
those beyond their borders, and proposed that the Spanish socialists could act as
intermediaries for the Labour and Socialist International (LSI) in the Americas.
Even if some IFTU leaders could grant Spain that intermediary role,32 in this case,
again, internationalism slid into forms of solidarity derived from a particular inter-
pretation of Spanish national identity. Besteiro was betting on socialists leaving the
government and consolidating the Republic from the outside. But he insisted on
the idea that:

[…] the Spanish revolution is not just a page in the history of Spain, but in the
history of Europe, because it advances the future of the working classes and of
Socialism […] In the work of defending this Republic we will elevate spiritually
the working masses of Spain, for we will thereby achieve a task that is not just
national, but international.33

In accordance with an inter-nationalist conception, therefore, the workers’ struggle
would be developed within, and from, the national arena. The defence of the
Spanish Republic and the improved situation of the working masses in Spain repre-
sented an undertaking both national and international. Hence, the PSOE’s

31BUGTE, May 1931, p. 83.
32Ibid., “¡¡¡La Federación Sindical Internacional salvará a la Humanidad!!!”, by Walter Schevenels.
33El Socialista, 28 April 1931: “Reunión del Consejo general de la Federación Sindical Internacional”.
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commitment to the nation was different from simple nationalism, and compatible
with internationalism.

In addition, the Spanish socialists insisted on the pacifism of the Republic and the
absence of any imperialist pretensions. That insistence makes sense given the concern
of socialist internationalism with peace and disarmament policies since the 1920s.34

Besteiro rejected imperialism and reaffirmed the Socialist International’s endorse-
ment of pacifism, while Prieto announced a reduction in the size of the Spanish
army. At the same time, however, he also asserted the right of Spain to demand
respect for the new political project being pursued within its borders. This defence
of the Republic was accepted and, according to El Socialista, acknowledged by
Émile Vandervelde, President of the LSI, who committed the LSI and the IFTU to
its support.35 Ultimately, these arguments were associated with the idea of national
defence, which had been accepted in the Marxist tradition and which, even given
all the problems it gave rise to, had coexisted alongside anti-militarism and pacifism
before World War I.36

Beyond the speeches and statements, the events organized around the Council
meeting were also significant (Figure 3). Among other attractions, the Spanish social-
ists presented a musical gala in honour of international socialism in Madrid’s Teatro
Español.37 The programme consisted essentially of pieces that had been popular in
Spain and were associated with Spanish national identity. The city’s Banda
Municipal or municipal orchestra performed selections from zarzuelas, the tra-
ditional Spanish light operas, by celebrated composers of the previous century such
as Tomás Bretón and Ruperto Chapí. Both had contributed to popularizing the zar-
zuela as a Spanish national alternative to opera and lieder, and had thereby won a
special place in Spain’s musical pantheon. Often featuring historical events, and evok-
ing traditional regional customs, the zarzuelas “were ways in which countries could be
unified conceptually to form a new national imagined community”.38 As in Italy and

34Rapone, La socialdemocrazia europea tra le due guerre, pp. 61 and ff.; idem, “The Practice of Socialist
Internationalism”, pp. 29–36; idem, The Practice of Socialist Internationalism, pp. 131 and ff.

35El Socialista, 29 April 1931: “La Federación Sindical Internacional”. The official organ of French social-
ism, Le Populaire, reprinted the statements of Prieto and Vandervelde. See Le Populaire, 28 April 1931:
“L’Internationale syndicale est l’hôte de la République”; Le Populaire, 29 April 1931: “Le Conseil de la
F.S.I. à Madrid”.

36This is the view given in comparative studies that incorporate the concept of inter-nationalism, such as
Marc Mulholland, “‘Marxists of Strict Observance’? The Second International, National Defence, and the
Question of War”, The Historical Journal, 58:2 (2015), pp. 615–640; Elisa Marcobelli, “Internationalisme et
opposition à la guerre. La nouvelle Internationale et les socialistes français, allemands et italiens face à la
guerre russo-japonaise (1904–1905)”, Cahiers Jaurès, 212–213 (2014), pp. 65–78. For analyses of the par-
ticular examples of France and Great Britain, see Michel Winock, “Socialisme et patriotisme en France
(1891–1894)”, Revue d’Histoire Moderne et Contemporaine, 20:3 (1973), pp. 376–423; Gilles Candar,
Jean Longuet. Un internationaliste à l’épreuve de l’histoire (Rennes, 2007), pp. 144 and ff.; and Paul
Ward, Red Flag and Union Jack: Englishness, Patriotism and the British Left, 1881–1924 (Rochester, NY,
1998), pp. 102 and ff.

37A full report on the event can be found in El Socialista, 26 April 1931: “Función de gala en honor de los
delegados de la Federación Sindical Internacional”.

38Clinton D. Young, Music Theater and Popular Nationalism in Spain, 1880–1930 (Baton Rouge, LA,
2016), p. 17. See also Xavier Andreu-Miralles, “Between Nationalism, Exoticism, and Social Distinction:
The Spanish Lyric Drama in the 19th Century”, Nationalities Papers (2022), pp. 1–19. Celsa Alonso
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France, this deployment of the region in musical form represented an evocation of
folklore that was understood to be entirely national, without any intention of assert-
ing any particularist identity for the region itself.39

This last point can also explain the presence of the regions in the subsequent per-
formances of the Socialist Choirs, and of other regional groups from around Spain.
All performed regional music and dances, with pieces very well-known in Spain,
that for the international audience acted as portraits of different parts of the
Spanish nation.

The concert returned to more orchestral music with a fragment from Bizet’s
Carmen, a zarzuela inspired by Aragonese traditional music, and two songs by
Ricardo Villa and Manuel de Falla, the latter with a distinctly Andaluz tone.40

Figure 3. The executive committee of the IFTU at the Pablo Iglesias Memorial in the cemetery of Madrid.
Boletín de la Unión General de Trabajadores de España, June 1931.

et al., Creación musical, cultura popular y construcción nacional en la España contemporánea (Madrid,
2010).

39Didier Francfort, Le Chant des Nations. Musiques et cultures en Europe, 1870–1914 (Paris, 2004). A key
contribution to the conceptualization of the region as a mechanism for the construction of Spanish national
identity has been made by researchers at the University of Valencia: see, for example, the pioneering work
of Ferran Archilés and Manuel Martí, “Ethnicity, Region and Nation: Valencian Identity and the Spanish
Nation-State”, Ethnic and Racial Studies, 24:5 (2001), pp. 779–797.

40On the piece by de Falla, see María Dolores Cisneros, “Las canciones de juventud de Manuel de Falla:
bases para su análisis prosódico y musical”, Quodlibet, 53 (2013), pp. 7–25. On the importance of de Falla
in the construction of Spain’s musical canon, see Jorge de Persia, En torno a lo español en la música del siglo
XX (Granada, 2003); and also Matthew Riley and Anthony D. Smith, Nation and Classical Music: From
Handel to Copland (Woodbridge, 2016).
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Again, the use of musical pieces and composers well-known in Spain and abroad as
fitting representatives of Spanish national identity is particularly noticeable. The
evening concluded with the Socialist Choirs performing the Internationale.

The concert thus consisted of a continual evocation of the Spanish nation, in line
with the dominant currents of musical nationalism and Spanish national mass cul-
ture. Various socialist musical ensembles were also directly involved in the perfor-
mance. This was probably a deliberate decision, for El Socialista rated the concert
very highly, assuring its readers that the event would definitely “leave a fond memory
[…] among the foreign comrades, who had the opportunity to appreciate some
expressions of our regional arts without the mystifications with which they are com-
monly presented abroad”.41 The symbolism of workerism – red flags, anthems – was
present, but the Spanish socialists wished to fraternize with their European comrades
through a display of national imagery.

Although it had not formed part of the programme, the Himno de Riego was sung,
a song that had originated in the revolutionary Spanish liberalism of the early nine-
teenth century, which became established as Spain’s national anthem under the
Second Republic. Previously, the singing of the anthem had also formed a central
part of other events such as the reception given for the IFTU delegates in Madrid’s
City Hall. On these occasions the singing of the Marseillaise and the Internationale
had accompanied the Spanish anthem.42 This combination of national and revolu-
tionary symbols well illustrates the internationalist style of the events. Spanish and
other European socialists could perceive each piece of music in a different way,
and also respond with special emotion to particular melodies such as the
Internationale. According to press reports, German, Belgian, British, French, and
Spanish socialists all sang together, with “an emotion of sincere fraternity”.43 That
said, the words of the Internationale varied from country to country – and sometimes
even within each country – so that even this experience of cross-frontier working-
class unity could be filtered through the nation.44

Overall, the PSOE made use of the meeting of the IFTU Council to legitimize the
Second Republic and validate its own participation in government. The consolidation
of the new regime appeared as a necessary and worthwhile task that would represent
progress towards a socialist future and slow the advance of reactionism and fascism in
Spain and internationally. Consequently, for the PSOE the meeting served to
reinforce and give greater legitimacy both to its collaboration in government and
to the socialists’ identification with Spanish patriotism, which gives us one indication
of the socio-political importance accorded to the nation in socialist internationalism.
Furthermore, this was not at all contradictory, for the development of organizations

41El Socialista, 30 April 1931: “La función de gala en el Teatro Español”.
42The Marseillaise had been incorporated into the symbolic repertoire of Spanish socialism and radical,

republican liberalism. See Michel Ralle, “La fête militante. L’espace festif des ouvriers à l’épreuve de
l’identité sociale (1850–1920)”, Bulletin d’Histoire Contemporaine de l’Espagne, 30–31 (1999–2000),
pp. 67–80; Marie-Angèle Orobon, “La Marsellesa. ¿Un himno revolucionario español? (1808–1931)”, in
Carlos Colado (ed.), Himnos y canciones. Imaginarios colectivos, símbolos e identidades fragmentadas en
la España del siglo XX (Granada, 2016), pp. 175–190.

43El Socialista, 29 April 1931: “En el Ayuntamiento ha sonado La Internacional”.
44Callahan, Demonstration Culture, p. 153.
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and tendencies that apparently offered alternatives to or were even opposed to the
nation state could also reinforce the political and cultural frameworks of the latter.45

In this respect, this internationalist gathering served to display a whole range of
elements of Spanish national identity. Reflecting, once again, an inter-nationalist
approach, the symbolism and discourse of the events frequently referred to the
Spanish national imaginary, both in music and in more or less banal aspects.46

This dynamic had already been appreciable in earlier socialist meetings, such as
the London Congress of 1896.47 It reinforces the argument of the continuity of inter-
nationalist practice and conception before and after World War I. If the leaders of the
PSOE repeatedly insisted on their desire to disassociate themselves from nationalist
ideology, and distance the Republic from any aggressive pretensions, they also clearly
intended to demonstrate to their European colleagues the particular national qualities
of Spain, its political ambitions, and its culture. A shared notion of inter-nationalism
left room precisely for the national dimension.

For the May Day celebrations, which came immediately after the Council meeting,
the main Spanish socialist press published the manifestos issued by the IFTU and the
LSI to mark the date. Both urged all sides to combat the effects of the economic crisis
upon workers, to further the cause of pacifism, and to defend democracy against fas-
cist tendencies.48 The leaderships of the PSOE and UGT called upon socialist orga-
nizations throughout Spain to hold demonstrations, meetings, artistic performances,
and so on. They also explicitly endorsed the demands set out by international orga-
nizations, presenting petitions to the government calling for measures to confront
unemployment, and improve wages and working conditions. At the same time, the
Spanish socialists also stressed their support for the new republican government,
with the eventual aim of endowing it with revolutionary content.49 The struggle of
the working class proclaimed by the international institutions, it was suggested,
was given concrete form within the Spanish republican nation state, the defence
and leadership of which should be headed by the socialist movement.

Similarly, the Socialist Youth, the Juventudes Socialistas de España (JJSS), also
placed national and patriotic considerations centre stage. Their newspaper,
Renovación, carried the manifesto issued by the International Union of Socialist
Youth, which, in accordance with the IFTU and the LSI, but with a greater accent
on anti-fascism as a motivation for struggle, proposed peace between peoples, democ-
racy, and socialism as May Day slogans.50 However, the JJSS also specified the
demands they made upon the new republican regime, and called for a complete

45Pierre-Yves Saunier, La historia transnacional (Zaragoza, 2021), p. 153; Patricia Clavin, “Defining
Transnationalism”, Contemporary European History, 14:4 (2005), pp. 421–439, 431–432.

46Michael Billig, Banal Nationalism (London, 1995).
47Pierre Alayrac, L’internationale au milieu du gué. De l’Internationale socialiste au congrès de Londres

(1896) (Rennes, 2018).
48El Socialista, 19 April 1931, “A los trabajadores de todos los países”; El Socialista, 22 April 1931:

“Manifiesto de la Federación Sindical Internacional”. UGT just published the IFTU manifesto, BUGTE,
May 1931: “Manifiesto de la Federación Sindical Internacional”.

49El Socialista, 23 April 1931: “El Partido Socialista y la Unión General se pronuncian por la Paz, por el
Socialismo y por la República Española”.

50Renovación, 30 April 1931: “Manifiesto de la Internacional Juvenil”.
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programme for the social and political transformation of Spain, including better pro-
vision for training and social welfare, especially for young workers. In sustaining these
claims the JJSS noticeably presented themselves in national, and not just social or
international, terms, since they argued that working-class youth had to form the
future “Spanish race”, and said they demanded these measures because of “our pa-
triotic sentiment”.51

Aside from the internationalist content of the different manifestos, the events in
Madrid took place amid a festive atmosphere sparked by the recent proclamation
of the Republic.52 The new government had declared May Day a national holiday,
which helped strengthen the feeling that the workers had succeeded, reinforcing
the republican and socialist coalition and further fostering a sense of identity between
governors and governed.53 At the same time, following a socialist initiative, the gov-
ernment was preparing to ratify measures such as the eight-hour working day con-
templated in the Washington Conventions of the International Labour
Organization (ILO).54 The permanent contacts between Largo Caballero, his colla-
borators, and Albert Thomas were important in the decision to quickly adopt inter-
national legislation, which, in addition, could help further the international
consolidation of the new regime, as well as that of the UGT at the national level.55

In accordance with the socialists’ idea of proletarian education – in contrast to the
tumultuousness of communists and anarchists – the PSOE press highlighted the
order and tranquillity with which the day’s events had taken place. Moreover, accord-
ing to El Socialista, this demonstrated that “Spain […] has come of age, and can now
aspire to be included among the truly European nations”. The socialists proudly
claimed a leading role for themselves in the country’s legitimate entry into the
orbit of modern civilization, a route to national regeneration that Spanish nationalism
had been calling for for decades.56 Spanish socialism thus paraded its patriotism and
love of the fatherland in the midst of internationalist celebration.

Leading figures in international social democracy such as Edo Fimmen, Jouhaux,
and Vandervelde prolonged their stay in Spain after the Council meeting to take part
in the celebrations. At the microphones of Unión Radio they were joined by Largo
Caballero and Besteiro, who explained the universal significance of May Day, as a
demonstration of solidarity and proletarian unity, and its special meaning in a
Republican Spain that had been conquered by the working class. The radio station
also broadcast several hours of music performed by socialist choirs and orchestras
and the municipal orchestra. Once again, the greater part of the programme consisted

51Ibid.: “Manifiesto de la Federación Nacional”.
52Santos Juliá Díaz, Madrid, 1931–1934. De la fiesta popular a la lucha de clases (Madrid, 1984), pp. 17–19.
53Lara Campos Pérez, Celebrar la nación. Conmemoraciones oficiales y festejos durante la Segunda

República (Madrid, 2016).
54Josefina Cuesta Bustillo, Una esperanza para los trabajadores. Las relaciones entre España y la

Organización Internacional del Trabajo (1919–1939) (Madrid, 1994), p. 264. The French trade union
press reported days earlier thanks to the meeting between its reporter and Jouhaux, Antoni Fabra Ribas,
and Minister Largo Caballero. See Le Peuple, 30 April 1931: “Le programme de Largo Caballero”, by
M. Harmel.

55Dorothea Hoehtker and Sandrine Kott (eds), À la rencontre de l’Europe au travail. Récits de voyages
d’Albert Thomas (1920–1932) (Paris, 2015), p. 5.

56El Socialista, 2 May 1931: “España, por la República y el Socialismo”.
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of música española, compositions by the musicians who had created the Spanish
national canon through which a folkloric and regionalized evocation of Spain was
recreated and repeated.57

The Internationale, the speeches, and the presence of European socialist leaders
strengthened the idea of international working-class identity and fraternity.
Nevertheless, the popular repertoire of Spanish musical nationalism took pride of
place in this celebration of the international socialist workers’ movement. The repe-
tition of this dynamic throughout Spanish territory reminds us of the links between
the socialist movement and the nationalized mass cultures of the time.58 The rituals
of socialist political culture, though shared beyond national frontiers, were performed
in contact with modern national mass culture, and made their own contribution to
the dissemination and homogenization of the latter throughout the national
community.59

Five years before France, Spanish socialism enjoyed its own tricolour May Day,
imbued with national narratives and symbols, without abandoning internationalism
and workerism.60 Calls were made to honour “the fatherland that saw our birth,
Mother Spain”, through the workers’ festival.61 The PSOE demonstrated its
identification with the Republican state, since it considered that this represented
the liberation, and the embodiment, of the true Spain, and, moreover, a step forward
for international socialism. Socialist patriotism was nourished by the conceptions of
inter-nationalism, which permitted the acceptance of the nation, understood as one –
the foremost, and one’s own – part of humanity.

The Internationalism in Inward Action

The PSOE had no doubt that its nation was Spain, and that this identification was
consistent with its doctrine. As El Socialista explained, when Marx said that working
men have no country he was referring to situations in which there was neither free-
dom nor basic rights; therefore, he had not denied the idea of the nation as such. In
Spain, the proclamation of the Republic had brought the “reconquest of the father-
land” for the Spanish people and proletariat, which gave a new validity to love of
country.62

This identification with Spanish patriotism, formulated from within the para-
meters of inter-nationalism and based upon an assumption that the interests of the
nation and those of workers coincided, was a constant in the PSOE.63 Locating the

57Ibid., 30 April 1931: “Para el Primero de Mayo”; ibid., 2 May 1931: “Conferencia de Besteiro”.
58On the use of music, see Aurelio Martí Bataller, “Prácticas musicales e identidad nacional en el socia-

lismo español durante la Segunda República”, Historia Social, 85 (2016), pp. 83–99.
59On practices in France, and the celebration of May Day, see Danielle Tartakowsky, “Le 1 Mai”, in

Michel Pigenet and Danielle Tartakowsky (eds), Histoire des mouvements sociaux en France. De 1814 à
nos jours (Paris, 2012), pp. 271–282; Miguel Rodríguez, Le 1er Mai (Paris, 1990).

60Miguel Rodríguez, “Le premier mai 1936. Entre deux tours et deux époques”, Vingtième Siècle. Revue
d’histoire, 27 (1990), pp. 55–60; Maurice Dommanget, Histoire du 1er Mai (Paris, 1953).

61¡Adelante! Semanario Socialista, 30 April 1931: “Nuestra Fiesta”, by V.A. Ferré.
62El Socialista, 6 September 1931: “Socialismo y patriotismo”.
63Aurelio Martí Bataller, “Un internacionalismo patriota. El discurso nacional del PSOE (1931–1936)”,

Ayer, 108 (2017), pp. 257–282.
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proletariat at the core of the definition of the nation characterized this kind of social
patriotism, which was shared by most European socialists, irrespective of the greater
or lesser radicalism of its branches.64

On this point, the cultural implications of socialist identification with the nation
tend to remain unexplored, and socialism has often been associated with purely
civic, democratic, and voluntarist notions of the nation.65 However, socialist inter-
nationalist patriotism did not exclude the ethnic and cultural dimensions of nation-
alism – nor even its most exclusionary outcomes.66 These dimensions of nationalism
were present during the reorganization of the nation state attempted by the Second
Republic, a central issue in its functioning. The next section will analyse the use of
proletarian internationalism in that process. Then, the PSOE conversion of inter-
nationalism into a mechanism for denouncing the nationalism “of the others” and
normalizing its positions leads us to the political and also cultural implications of
the socialist inter-nationalism construction.

The republican-socialist coalition, which took power in April 1931, rejected the
traditional centralist structure of the Spanish monarchist state. However, it had not
reached any agreement on an alternative arrangement, nor did the different elements
in the coalition share any specific model.67 Faced with this situation, the nationalists
of Catalonia, the Basque Country, and Galicia took the lead in demanding decentral-
ization and political and cultural recognition. During the first biennium (1931–1933),
with the support of the PSOE, the Constitution of December 1931 rejected federalism
but approved a way of decentralization through regional autonomy statutes. In
September 1932, the Constituent Parliament approved the Catalan Statute of
Autonomy – the only one before the Civil War. From November 1933, the conserva-
tive turn in the Spanish government cooled the processes of autonomous decentral-
ization. Among other things, the processing of a statute for the Basque Country was
slowed down. Above all, the repression of October 1934 triggered the suspension of
the autonomous government and the statute in Catalonia. Later, the Popular Front’s
victory in February 1936 contributed to reopening the debates and a resumption of
the path to autonomism.68 We will focus here on the period 1931–1932, when the

64Brian Jenkins and Spyros A. Sofos, “Nation and Nationalism in Contemporary Europe: A Theoretical
Perspective”, in idem (eds), Nation & Identity in Contemporary Europe (London, 1996), pp. 7–29; Stefan
Berger and Angel Smith, “Between Scylla and Charybdis: Nationalism, Labour and Ethnicity across Five
Continents, 1870–1939”, in Stefan Berger and Angel Smith (eds), Nationalism, Labour and Ethnicity
1870–1939 (Manchester, 1999), pp. 1–30; Sheri Berman, The Primacy of Politics: Social Democracy and
the Making of Europe’s Twentieth Century (Cambridge, 2006).

65For the PSOE, see Daniel Guerra, “Movimiento obrero socialista y cuestión nacional (1879–1939)”, in
Antonio Morales, Juan Pablo Fusi, and Andrés de Blas (eds), Historia de la nación y del nacionalismo
español (Barcelona, 2013), pp. 605–623; José Daniel Molina, La España del pueblo. La idea de España
en el PSOE. Desde la Guerra Civil hasta 1992 (Madrid, 2015). For the European socialists, see John
Schwarzmantel, Socialism and the Idea of the Nation (New York, 1991).

66Prior to World War I; see Daan Musters, “Internationalism, Protectionism, Xenophobia: The Second
International’s Migration Debate (1889–1914)”, International Review of Social History (2022), pp. 1–31.

67Xavier Domènech, Un haz de naciones. El Estado y la plurinacionalidad en España (1830–2017)
(Barcelona, 2020).

68Justo G. Beramendi and Ramon Máiz (eds), Los nacionalismos en la España de la II República (Madrid,
1991); González Calleja et al., La Segunda República Española, pp. 276–320.
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different positions were taking shape and autonomism was debated, in the streets and
in parliament, in relation to issues such as the official language of Spain, the decen-
tralization of the state, and the education system. We consider in particular the case of
Catalonia, since this brought together both general positions, i.e. the socialists’ oppo-
sition to Catalanism, and more particular considerations, i.e. their confrontation with
another socialist party.

The PSOE blocked federalist proposals, but remained open to regional decentral-
ization. However, all consideration of such issues was made conditional on the
expected leftist political orientation of the hypothetical autonomous territories.
Significantly, from the ILO, Thomas advised the PSOE not to risk the ratification
of international labour treaties with the concession of a decentralized regime.69

Nevertheless, the socialist position depended on issues beyond political orientation
and international social and labour policies. The socialists’ avowed objective was
the maintenance of the “Spanish soul”,70 that is to say, for the socialists the primary
concepts of political orientation and overriding national unity, together with the char-
acteristics associated with the notion of Spanish-ness, could not be questioned. This
position was officially defined in the party’s Extraordinary Congress of July 1931.

As an internationalist movement, the PSOE declared itself in favour of recognizing
regional autonomy, subject to its popular endorsement.71 However, although inter-
nationalism was used here to justify this flexible posture, it was primarily employed
in the contrary direction. The PSOE brandished its “purely internationalist ideals”
to condemn one nationalism – Catalan – as a “medieval, anti-modern chimera”,
but did not question the existing national fabric of Spain, nor the need to defend
it.72 According to the Basque future editor of El Socialista Julián Zugazagoitia, the
question of the minority nationalities was “a burden of things from the past”, and
Catalanism a profoundly conservative, bourgeois movement, which consequently
had nothing to do with a proletarian internationalism that “rejects the possibility
of new frontiers”.73

For its part, at the beginning of August 1931, the Catalan Socialist Federation
(FSC) of the PSOE had called for a yes vote in the imminent plebiscite on a draft pro-
posal for a Catalan Statute of Autonomy. However, its aim in doing so was to settle a
“non-existent” problem, do away with “dangerous sentimentalisms”, and assist the
growth of the Socialist Party.74 Once the referendum had concluded with massive
support for autonomy, the subsequent FSC congress predicted the decline of
Catalanism and an upsurge in support for the socialists, who would lead workers
and the region towards internationalism.75

69Cuesta Bustillo, Una esperanza para los trabajadores, p. 270.
70El Socialista, 28 July 1931: “La actual epidemia regionalista”. On the rejection of federalism, see Daniel

Guerra, Socialismo español y federalismo (1873–1976) (Oviedo, 2013).
71El Socialista, 14 July 1931: “El Congreso Extraordinario”.
72Ibid., 28 July 1931: “La actual epidemia regionalista”.
73La Tribuna Socialista, 21 August 1931: “La autodeterminación catalana”, by Julián Zugazagoitia.
74La Internacional, 1 August 1931: “La Federación Socialista Catalana (Partido Socialista Obrero

Español). A la opinion”. In Barcelona, the local socialist group called openly for abstention.
75Reports of the congress in La Tribuna Socialista, 22 September 1931: “De cara al porvenir”; La

Internacional, 26 September 1931: “Partido Socialista Obrero Español”.
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Internationalism was thus used to express an ideological opposition between
(non-Spanish) nationalism and socialism. This was repeatedly demonstrated by
Antoni Fabra Ribas, a Catalan socialist with a long career in the international move-
ment.76 During the seventh Congress of the Catalan Section of the UGT in 1931, he
argued that Catalan nationalism had invented, and exploited, the idea of a differen-
tiated Catalan personality. The socialists had to promote European solidarity and
European federation, Fabra Ribas went on, but never permit any threat to the
unity of Spain.77 While they might not adopt a set position of opposition to or col-
laboration with the Catalan autonomous government and its institutions, they could
not remain indifferent to any attempt to establish “ideas of difference between our
working class and that in the rest of Spain”.78 Hence, in 1932, he reiterated his adher-
ence to Spanish working-class solidarity and a desire to federate Spain with the world,
while also rejecting any autonomy statute that could fracture the unity of Spain.79

Working-class identity and solidarity were to be deployed within (and from
within) the existing national fabric of Spain, as the only legitimate sphere for socialist
internationalism, while alternative identities complicated matters. Hence, when the
Catalan Statute was definitively endorsed, the PSOE celebrated bluntly that, in its
view, there was no cession of sovereignty and no surrender of “even a fragment of
the nation” to Catalanism.80 Again, the PSOE flaunted a deep and natural identifica-
tion with the Spanish national framework, a banal nationalism that made its nation-
alist position invisible.

Throughout these debates, until the approval of the Catalan Statute in September
1932, as well as confronting the forces of Catalan nationalism the PSOE also con-
fronted a separate socialist party in Catalonia, the USC.81 Formed by a combination
of a split from the PSOE and various groups of left-wing Catalanists in 1923, the USC
denied being part of Catalan nationalism as such and described itself as the Catalan
branch of universal socialism, with the formula, “We are not nationalists. We are
Catalans, and therefore Catalan socialists”.82 To establish their legitimacy, and chal-
lenge the PSOE in terms of its own points of reference, the leaders of the USC based
their principles on interpretations put forward by Jaurès, Karl Renner, Arturo
Labriola, Engels, and even Marx, all of whom had professed the compatibility
between the idea of a homeland and socialism.83 As Manuel Serra i Moret, one of
the USC’s leading figures, explained in an introduction to a Catalan edition of the
Communist Manifesto published in 1930, Marx had stated that the proletariat had
no country in conditions of oppression, but that it would be legitimate for them to
aspire to possess one. Hence, with an argument identical to that used by the PSOE

76Pere Anguera, Antoni Fabra Ribas (Valls, 2005). His anti-Catalanism has been thoughtlessly linked to
internationalism in Cuesta Bustillo, Una esperanza para los trabajadores, p. 97.

77La Internacional, 12 December 1931: “La República española. Lo que es y lo que significa”.
78Ibid., 19 December 1931: “Ampliación del Congreso”.
79El Socialista, 4 May 1932: “Manifestaciones del camarada Fabra Ribas sobre su discurso acerca del

Estatuto catalán”.
80Ibid., 9 September 1932: “La aportación decisiva al Estatuto”.
81Ricard Alcaraz et al., 75 aniversari. Unió Socialista de Catalunya (Barcelona, 1999).
82Quoted in Ricard Alcaraz, La Unió Socialista de Catalunya (1923–1936) (Barcelona, 1987), p. 294.
83Rafael Campalans, El socialisme i el problema de Catalunya (Barcelona, 1923), p. 38.
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with reference to Spain, the USC maintained it still adhered to Marxism in its patri-
otic attachment to “our mother Catalonia”.84

The USC embraced Catalonia as a nation through which to attain socialism and
contribute to universal brotherhood, but, on the basis of internationalism, it also
rejected nationalism in doctrinal terms. As Rafael Campalans, one of its principal
intellectuals, put it, Catalonia was their homeland, within which they would build
socialist emancipation, and so the place from which they could become universal.85

The PSOE and USC thus shared inter-nationalist ideas, but this led them further
into confrontation. For the USC the PSOE was blinded by Spanish centralism.
Marxist orthodoxy, they maintained, required that the ethnic and economic differ-
ences between Spain and Catalonia should lead to distinct expressions of socialism.
With theoretical support from Jaurès, they called for a Catalan socialism that
would work towards human reconciliation from Catalonia, as a distinct nation that
would maintain its “profound historical originality”.86

The PSOE saw its monopoly as representative of the working class threatened, in
Spain and in the socialist international organizations, whose functioning was based
on the existence of one party per nation. With the constitutional debates in the back-
ground, the PSOE and the UGT strove to show the militants that only they could
defend the proletariat in line with the principles of the socialist and union interna-
tionals. Socialism and Catalanism were mutually exclusive, it was argued, because
“nationalism and socialism are antithetical, incompatible”, and to suggest anything
else would lead to German national socialism.87 Class internationalism made it dif-
ficult “to defend the reconstitution [as a state] of the nationalities that had lost
their political form in the course of history”. Therefore, the Catalanist socialism of
the USC did not align within the correct approach taken by proletarian internation-
alism, evoked Hitlerian formulas, and threatened the unity of the Spanish nation
state, which would be “manifestly detrimental to the working class”.88

Both parties followed identical inter-nationalist lines of argument. Catalan social-
ists may have been more aware than the PSOE of Austromarxism, and the debates
that had unfolded before 1914. This would be the case with Campalans. However,
he never mentioned Otto Bauer or Renner as he did Jaurès, for instance.89 In the
PSOE, the writings of Austromarxists were barely referenced and, without a doubt,
they did not represent any benchmark during the Second Republic.90 The confronta-
tion between the PSOE and USC was far from being considered in terms of Bauer and

84Manuel Serra i Moret, Introducción al “Manifiesto del Partido Comunista”, y otros escritos (Barcelona,
1984), pp. 109–110. Serra i Moret was one of the socialist politicians and intellectuals who had left the
PSOE in 1923 to found the USC.

85Justícia Social, 8 August 1931: “Coses dites. La patria”.
86Ibid., 1 September 1934: “Catalanisme i socialisme”, by J. Cases i Busquets.
87La Internacional, 3 October 1931: “Socialismo o catalanismo”, by J. de Cataluña.
88Ibid., 15 August 1931: “El socialismo y el catalanismo”, by J. Nart.
89Maximiliano Fuentes, “Socialistas a fuer de liberales, revolucionarios por necesidad. Antoni Fabra i

Ribas y Rafael Campalans”, in Maximiliano Fuentes, Ángel Duarte, and Patrizia Dogliani (eds),
Itinerarios reformistas, perspectivas revolucionarias (Zaragoza, 2016), pp. 45–63.

90Daniel Guerra (ed.), El pensamiento territorial de la Segunda República española (Madrid, 2016). The
Austromarxists were seldom translated into Spanish, unlike the French socialists. See Pedro Ribas, La
introducción del marxismo en España (1869–1939) (Madrid, 1981); Michel Ralle, “La réception du
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Renner. It stemmed from identical inter-nationalist proposals, but with allegiance to
different national identities, not from different ways of understanding international-
ism or the national phenomenon. Despite everything, many of the dynamics of these
confrontations between inter-nationalist socialist patriotisms had already occurred
within the Austrian Social Democratic Party, between Austrian and Czech socialists.91

These disputes energized the cultural aspects of the identification between nation
and socialism, in a manner that connects with the trends referred to above. By evok-
ing internationalism, the PSOE combatted not only the demands of alternative
nationalisms for a potential recasting of Spain’s political unity, but also any question-
ing of the centrality of the cultural symbols of Castile in the Spanish national imagi-
nary, whether linguistically or historically.

Fabra Ribas argued that the Catalan language was “not the most appropriate
medium for fostering [class] solidarity”. Catalan workers, he argued, had always freely
chosen Castilian Spanish in their organizations, and this was the language that helped
them work and fraternize in Hispanic America.92 In this respect, the Spanish social-
ists pressed for Spanish to be accepted as an official language in international institu-
tions such as the ILO, and Fabra Ribas served as a correspondent for Spain, Portugal,
and Ibero-America in the ILO Office in Madrid, from where he communicated about
the organization’s activities in Spanish.93 However, beyond these utilitarian consid-
erations, the PSOE also upheld the status of Castilian for nationalistic motives,
because, the party’s representatives argued, to each nation there corresponded a single
language, and Castilian constituted the Spanish national language. In the Constituent
Parliament of the Republic, socialist deputies justified this view out of “love for
Spain”, and a need to sustain the country’s “spiritual unity”.94 Following those cul-
tural conceptions of the nation, the Spanish language was also defended in the inter-
national arena as a defining feature of the spiritual community between Spain and its
American ex-colonies, as it was for example by Largo Caballero at the fifteenth
Conference of the ILO in Geneva in September 1931.95

In contrast, it was common among the organizations associated with the PSOE to
consider the Catalan, Basque, and Galician languages as leftovers from the past, des-
tined to disappear in the face of Castilian Spanish, associated with the essence of
Spain. Hence, in response to requests for the incorporation of Catalan into the edu-
cational system, several socialist unions declared their opposition, as a defence of civ-
ilization and the aspiration to a universal language.96 Similarly, in Barcelona the
Socialist Youth undertook a campaign for teaching to be in “the national language

marxisme par le socialisme espagnol. Vulgarisation et continuité des cultures ouvrières anti-autoritaires”,
Cahiers d’Histoire. Revue d’Histoire Critique, 114 (2011), pp. 51–71.

91Jakub S. Beneš, Workers and Nationalism: Czech and German Social Democracy in Habsburg Austria,
1890–1918 (Oxford, 2017).

92El Socialista, 11 December 1931: “El VII Congreso Regional de la Unión General de Trabajadores”.
93Cuesta Bustillo, Una esperanza para los trabajadores, pp. 102–105.
94El Socialista, 22 September 1931: “La cuestión lingüística”.
95Ibid., 5 June 1931: “En la conferencia de Ginebra”.
96Trabajadores de la Enseñanza, 15 June 1932: “El Estatuto catalán y la enseñanza”; ibid., 5 June 1931:

“El bilingüismo en la Escuela”.
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(Spanish), in the name of the socialist doctrines of universal fraternity”.97 One can
infer from this that Castilian Spanish, as the Spanish national language, did not
pose any threat to the values and goals of internationalism. In effect, the
Menorcan socialist Santiago Petrus emphasized that teaching in Catalan would be
damaging for working-class internationalism, whereas teaching in Spanish would fos-
ter working-class unity, as well as “national unity” and the “bonds between
regions”.98

The whole body of non-Castilian languages was considered to be bound up with
traditionalism, “devoid of ideological value, of mediocre cultural value, and [with an]
insignificant literary tradition”.99 They could be useful at the most for lesser, regional,
cultural forms, and were associated with “small-minded nationalisms” inconsistent
with modernity or, still worse, positions close to fascism.100

These positions in favour of the language of the nation state were already habitual
in European socialism, and could have reached the PSOE from various sources. In the
first place, however, a primary role was played by the influence of Spanish national-
ism itself, and its long-standing effort to raise the prestige of the Spanish language
and literature associated with the nation state.101 Secondly, readings and the transmis-
sion of doctrines from other socialist movements also contributed. In this regard
Jaurès, who was repeatedly cited as an authority, had conditioned the teaching of lan-
guages such as Basque and Occitan in France to measures to ensure a proper knowl-
edge of French, seen as superior and a language of access to civilization.102 The bulk
of French socialists, a model and source of ideas for the PSOE, adopted the same
stance, so that, in their shifts of focus from the universal to the particular, France
as a whole represented the only legitimate political and cultural platform.103 In ad-
dition, Marx and Engels had asserted the general tendency of minor nations and lan-
guages to disappear and frequently dismissed the claims of non-state nationalisms,
and their ideas filtered into other Marxists.104 Kautsky took them up, and his writings
were widely translated into English, Italian, Russian, and Spanish. In Britain and in
continental Europe this resulted in a range of ethnic and linguistic tensions.105

97El Socialista, 19 December 1931: “La enseñanza del castellano en Cataluña”.
98Justicia Social, 7 November 1931: “España y su constitución”, by S. Petrus. Menorca is part of the

Catalan linguistic area.
99El Socialista, 24 July 1931: “El bilingüismo”, by T. Causi.
100Ibid., 1 July 1931: “El asunto de las regiones y de los idiomas”, by A. Serantes.
101Ferran Archilés and Marta García Carrión, “En la sombra del Estado. Esfera pública nacional y

homogeneización cultural en la España de la Restauración”, Historia Contemporánea, 45 (2012),
pp. 483–518.

102Ulrike Brummert, L’universel et le particulier dans la pensée de Jean Jaurès. Fondements théoriques et
analyse politique du fait occitan (Tübingen, 1990), pp. 156 and ff.

103Robert Stuart, Marxism and National Identity: Socialism, Nationalism, and National Socialism during
the French Fin de Siècle (Albany, 2006).

104Miroslav Hroch, “Marxism and the History of Nationalism”, in Berger and Storm,Writing the History
of Nationalism, pp. 41–59.

105Ducange, Quand la gauche pensait la nation, pp. 13–14 and 61–65; Martin Wright, Wales and
Socialism: Political Culture and National Identity before the Great War (Cardiff, 2017). Maarten Van
Ginderachter, “Social Democracy and National Identity: The Ethnic Rift in the Belgian Workers’ Party”,
International Review of Social History, 52:2 (2007), pp. 215–240. Kautsky and the French socialists were
the most translated authors in Spain (mainly into Spanish), Ribas, La introducción del marxismo en España.
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Among Spanish socialists, proletarian internationalism was used to maintain the
Castilian Spanish language. However, the national status that the PSOE attributed
to Castilian stemmed from the party’s acceptance and repetition of the dominant
Spanish nationalist imaginary, and specifically the idea of the predominant role of
Castile within its conception of Spain, and not from any internationalist Marxist pre-
cept. According to those essentialist notions, for the PSOE, as a nation, “The language
of Spain is Castilian. Castile was the axis of the state, and continues to be so”.106 As
the party general secretary, the Aragonese Manuel Albar, put it, Castile “has always
been the core of Spain”.107 This historical role became near-mystical in the words
of the socialist Justice Minister Fernando de los Ríos, who declared in the
Constituent Parliament that Castile symbolized “the Spanish political genius, and I
do not believe that there is in all Spain anything more than the political genius of
Castile”.108 Only in the lands of Castile could one find the essential and lasting ele-
ments of the Spanish being.109

Spanish-nationalist Castilian-centrism was thus intermixed with the central con-
ceptions of the PSOE. In 1932, the party’s congress was attended by the Italian social-
ist Giuseppe Modigliani, representing the LSI. In his speech to the congress, he
stressed that Spain’s example demonstrated to the workers of the world the impor-
tance of gradualism and democracy, and so urged the PSOE to maintain its policy
of strengthening the Republic. In reply, De los Ríos said that, in contrast to Italy,
Spain had not allowed itself to be dragged along by subversive maximalism, because
“Spain, Comrade Modigliani, has the good fortune to have Castile […] and it is
Castile that has made socialists of all of us, and in turn Madrid that has made social-
ists of all Spain”.110

Conclusion

The question this article has tried to address is whether internationalism, as a practice
and principle embedded in socialist political culture, alienated socialists from the
nation. According to this study, it does not seem so. On the contrary, our study
emphasizes the significance of understanding the nation and socialist international-
ism as constructed in mutual connection. Internationalism was not an obstacle but
a mechanism for socialist integration into the nation as a political and cultural con-
struct. In the development of the IFTU Council and the subsequent May Day celebra-
tions of 1931, in the recently proclaimed Second Spanish Republic, Spanish socialism
took advantage of those events in domestic policy to demonstrate its strength and
reaffirm the correctness of joining the government. The PSOE then showed Spain’s
national identity and the new regime’s legitimacy to its European comrades.

The PSOE deployed the symbology and discourses of the working-class identity
alongside those of the Spanish national identity. For this purpose, the internationalist

106El Socialista, 20 September 1931: “Los idiomas regionales y el idioma official”.
107Ibid., 26 July 1931: “Habla el secretario del partido socialista”.
108Ibid., 4 September 1931: “El debate constitucional”.
109Ibid., 20 November 1932: “El camarada De los Ríos inaugura el curso de conferencias con un elo-

cuente discurso”.
110Ibid., 13 September 1932: “El camarada De los Ríos contesta a Modigliani en un discurso magnífico”.
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formula provided a socialist version of nationally based discourse, while at the same
time condemning nationalism in generic terms; it also facilitated socialist identifica-
tion with the nation without undermining working-class identity. Socialism assumed
the Spanish national identity and participated in its reconstruction and social diffu-
sion through the rituals, practices, and discourses of the socialist political culture in
which Spain functioned as a legitimate – and naturally unquestioned – political
framework.

However, the question remains whether the internationalist patriotism of the
socialists aligned with a civic model of the nation. Undoubtedly, such patriotism
aimed at peaceful coexistence between countries and national cultures.
Nonetheless, socialist adherence to the nation was by no means neutral or purely po-
litical. The second part of the article on the local development of socialist internation-
alism indicates its remarkable cultural and ethnic charge. Particularly during the
reorganization of the Spanish republican state, the PSOE raised the banner of inter-
nationalism as a political weapon against non-state nationalisms and other socialist
tendencies. Thus, in Spain and international organizations, the Socialist Party
defended Castilian both as an instrument of the international brotherhood of workers
and as a sacred symbol of the Spanish nation.

Finally, future research and comparative history could show whether the PSOE
was a representative case study. We believe so. Evidence suggests that, in interwar
Europe, the strong presence of the national dimension in socialist internationalism
did not represent anything new, nor did it automatically mean its retreat, but rather
the continuity of a way of understanding it. The application of the concept of inter-
nationalism points us towards a mechanism that promoted the integration of social-
ism in the nation as a political and cultural construct, a feature probably repeated
throughout the European socialist movements – in spite of generating unpleasant
dynamics such as the armed defence of the homeland and the adherence to markedly
cultural definitions.
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